Christie displays at InfoComm 2011

Main level

1. 4K for ProAV
2. Projection gallery
3. Architectural surface mapping
4. 2D and 3D displayed together
5. All-in-one matrix switcher
6. Video wall solutions
7. 55” tiled LCD display
8. Impact wall
9. Practice and play

Upper deck level

10. 3D you can use
11. Blended and curved boardroom
12. Christie Nitro Solutions

See even more examples of 3D that you can use
Visit our 3D theater #6265
1. **Projection gallery**

See our wide selection of LCD and 1-chip DLP® projectors that provide a broad range of lumens, resolutions and ProAV features.

2. **Architectural surface mapping**

Today’s high profile events demand the most compelling visual presentations. As a result, projection mapping – the mapping of 2D and 3D designs onto a multi-dimensional surface – is being adopted to amaze and thrill audiences. This display features the Christie Roadie HD+35K and two Christie Roadster HD18K 3-chip DLP® projectors, all in portrait mode. It presents content designed and mapped by BARTKRESA design, one of the leading projection mapping design firms in the world.

3. **Video wall solutions**

Christie is your single source for 24/7, mission-critical video wall display solutions. We offer a series of standard-size, stackable, rear-screen projection display cubes, built-to-order custom solutions and controllers and video processors to best match any video wall application.

4. **2D and 3D displayed – together!**

See how the Christie Spyder X20 manages and controls 2D and 3D content at the same time in a two-projector blended display. Learn when, why and where you would display these different types of content together. Also see how the Christie Spyder X20 manages the content for multiple displays in different locations. Ask for a demonstration!

5. **All-in-one matrix switcher**

No other family of video processors provides the technological creativity, flexibility and control offered by Christie’s Spyder and URS video-processing and routing solutions. They’re featured extensively in some of the world’s leading corporate, industrial, government, theatrical and religious applications. Find out why.

6. **Impact wall**

Need to make an impact? Look for the Christie® MicroTiles™ 18.66 megapixel wall with dynamic content, innovation and vibrant appeal. Don’t worry – you can’t miss it!

7. **55” tiled LCD display**

Affordable, virtually seamless, large-format tiled LCD flat panel displays are ideal for control rooms, out-of-home advertising and event production. Significantly thinner than conventional cubes or tiled LCDs, the Christie FHD551-X will save you space and money.

8. **Practice and play**

Check out Christie JumpStart – the easy-to-use content management solution, specifically designed for tiled displays. See how effortless this plug and play software is to use. Have a look at our Autodesk® Revit® files for Christie MicroTiles. The Revit families of common Christie MicroTiles configurations and accessories are now available and make working with Christie easier than ever!

9. **Blended and curved boardroom solutions**

Give shape to your room or overcome a challenging room design. This blended boardroom display will show you how easy it can be. Also on display is a technology preview of Christie AutoStack™ 2.0 with optional curve capabilities. This camera-based system makes set up and maintenance of your blended, curved display even easier.

10. **3D you can use**

Visit the upper deck to see the technology preview of 3D, triple-flash technology for ProAV applications. See how our Christie Mirage projectors create sharper, more detailed and true-to-life 3D displays. Christie has what you need in 3D – for today and tomorrow.

11. **Christie Nitro Solutions**

Look at the top of the booth, on the walls or down on the floor to see images from Christie Nitro Solutions – moving yoke systems ideal for live events, lobby displays, museums, and more.

Make sure you see our technology preview featuring the Christie YK50. It’s on the upper deck with the 3D triple-flash display.